An Introduction to
Spanish A’Level

Welcome to
Spanish A’Level
We are confident enough to say this is
a course like no other. You will become
a self-assured Spanish speaker, whilst
learning about the culture, history,
society and politics of Spain and LatinAmerica.
Throughout this PowerPoint, you will
have the chance to practice the
grammar you have learnt, to expand
your vocabulary and knowledge and to
explore some of the topics we learn at
A’Level. Select in the index what you
would like to work on, and follow the
links and instructions.
We can’t wait to see you in September!
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Index
Open a slideshow and click on your chosen activity. When you see
your answers. How many would you do?

WATCH

PRACTICE

 “El Laberinto del
Fauno”

 Grammar &
Translation

 “Frida”

 “El Laberinto del
Fauno”

 Franco,
documentary.
 Cooking tortilla
de patatas.
 La Alhambra, an
architectural
gem.

 Netflix

 “La Casa de
Bernarda Alba”
 Trump’s Wall
 The LGBT+
community and
their rights

click to check

READ

RESEARCH

LISTEN

 Lorca and “La
Casa de
Bernarda Alba”

 Franco, a
Spanish dictator.

 Radio Stations

 Inmigración and
Trump’s Wall

 Spain, pioneer in
LGBT+ rights
 News

 Frida Kahlo, a
Mexican artist.
 The Arab
influence.
 La Valla de
Melilla,
immigration in
Spain

 6 Hispanic artists
and bands.
 Songs ~ Fill the
gap
 Netflix

 UK v Spain
LGBT+ laws
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Grammar and Translation
Use your GCSE Grammar & Translation book
to continue practising. This book is a
fantastic tool to get you ready for starting
your A’Level course in September.
Make your own grammar resources, i.e.
flash cards, with the different rules. Keep
them safe so you can refer to them in years
to come. Pay particular attention to those
aspects you find harder.
Drill the verbs tenses in. They are the
foundation of the language. You can use
this website in addition to your book:
Verb Drills

Back to Index
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El Laberinto del
Fauno
At A’Level we study and analyse the
film “El Laberinto del Fauno”.
WATCH: The English version “Pan’s Labyrinth”, or
if you feel brave enough, watch the original
one with subtitles.
PRACTICE:
 Match the characters up
 Fill the tables

Back to Index
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Frida Kahlo
At A’Level we learn about Hispanic
art, and in particular we study the
Mexican artist Frida Kahlo
WATCH: The film “Frida”, a biographical
drama film about her life.
RESEARCH:
 Her art
 Her contribution to Women’s rights

 One Hispanic artist of your choice

Back to Index
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Franco, the dictator
20th century’s Franco’s dictatorship
had a profound impact in the Spain of
today. We come across this in
several of the topics we study.
WATCH: This documentary Francisco Franco:
The Rise of the Generalisimo
RESEARCH:
 The Historic Memory law of 2007, and in
particular Franco's exhumation.
 Women’s rights in Franco’s time, and in
particular “La Sección Femenina”.

Back to Index
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La Alhambra
The Arabs lived in Spain for 8
centuries and their influence is still
alive in the landscape, the language,
the music and the gastronomy.
WATCH: This documentary The Arab palace of
La Alhambra
RESEARCH:
 The Arab influence in the Spanish
gastronomy
 How many words do you know that have
Arabic origins? How many new ones can
you learn?

Back to Index
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Learning Spanish Through Songs
Links to “fill the gap” worksheets and youtube videos.
LISTEN
PRACTICE

Back to Index

A Dios le
pido

No te
esperaba

La
Gozadera

Fill the gap

Fill the gap

Fill the gap

Subjuntive/wish

Past tenses

Countries/culture

Vivir mi vida

Me gustas tú

Un año

Fill the gap

Fill the gap

Fill the gap

Near future tense

Gustar

Verbs tenses
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Tortilla de patatas
Follow the recipe on this video to cook
your own Spanish omelette or “tortilla
de patatas”. Please make sure you use
a non-stick frying pan!
Ingredientes
 Tres patatas
 Cinco huevos
 Una cebolla

 Sal
 Aceite abundante

Back to Index
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La Casa de Bernarda Alba
La Casa de Bernarda Alba is a
classic of Spanish Literature by
Federico García Lorca. We study him
and his play at A’Level.
READ the following piece:
La Casa de Bernarda Alba, Act 1
PRACTICE by completing these tasks:
 Match the vocabulary up
 Introduction to characters

Back to Index
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La Inmigración y el Muro de Donald Trump
Inmigration, racism and coexistance
are some of the topics we study.
READ the following piece from
www.elmundo.es (edited and simplified):
El muro de Trump
PRACTICE by completing this comprehension
task:
El muro de Trump: Comprehension
RESEARCH
 La valla de Melilla, the Wall between
Africa and Spain.

Back to Index
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La Comunidad LGBT+ y la Igualdad de Derechos
Equality is one of the topics we study.
This includes the LGBT+ community
and Womes’s right.
READ the following piece from
thisistherealspain.com (edited and
simplified):
España pionera
PRACTICE by completing this comprehension
task:
Los derechos de la comunidad LGBT+

RESEARCH
 The differences in legislation between the
UK and Spain

Back to Index
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Las Noticias
In this course it’s essential you keep up to date with
current affairs in the Hispanic world. Here are some
news outlets we recommend. You can read the
news first in English and then contrast in Spanish.
You can download their apps on your mobile.

20minutos

el mundo

BBC América
Latina
BBC España

Back to Index
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Radio Stations
Online
Listening to native speakers and original materials
helps you improve your language skills. You can
download their apps on your mobiles.

Los 40

Cadena 100

Cadena Dial

Top 40 & charts,
hits, pop

Pop, rock, hits

Classic Spanish
rock, pop, rock

Back to Index
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3 Spanish
Series in Netflix
You can find these Spanish series both in English and
the target language. Challenge yourself!

ELITE
When three
working-class teens
enrol in an exclusive
private school in
Spain, the clash
between them and
the wealthy
students leads to
murder.

Back to Index

La Casa de
Papel

Las Chicas del
Cable

A criminal
mastermind who
goes by "The
Professor" has a plan
to pull off the biggest
heist in recorded
history -- to print
billions of euros in the
Royal Mint of Spain.

It's the 1920s and
Spain has just gotten
its first national
telephone company,
located in Madrid.
For four young
women who get jobs
there, it's more than
just work.
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6 Hispanic Artists and Bands
Some artists and bands for you to google and listen to.

Sebastián
Yatra

Amaral

Maluma

Latin pop

Spanish folk rock

Reggaeton

Mecano

Dani
Martín

La Oreja de
Van Gogh

80s + 90s pop

Pop rock

Pop rock

258 Spanish bands, all genres, all decades

Back to Index
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